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In this session
• Background charity law and context

• Trustees' duties generally

• Decision-making

• Breaches of duty

• Duties in specific (investment) circumstances



What is a charity?
• The legal definition:

– An institution established in England and Wales
– With exclusively charitable purposes
– For the public benefit

• Charities use a range of legal structures e.g.
– Companies
– Trusts
– Unincorporated associations, royal charter bodies… and many more
– Charitable incorporated organisations (CIOs)



What laws must charities comply with?
• Charity law 

• The law of their legal structure e.g. company law or trust law

• All laws applicable to the charity's activities, which might include:
– Data protection law
– Employment law
– Health and safety law
– Property law
– Safeguarding/child protection



The Charity Commission
• Keeps the Register of Charities

• Regulates registered charities and can take remedial or protective action

• Assesses the public benefit of charities

• Has wide powers and concurrent jurisdiction with the High Court in many areas – its 
orders have the same effect as a Court Order

• Has new protective powers, e.g. the power to issue official warnings

• Also has an enabling role, e.g. to give advice or guidance to charities – "comply or 
explain" approach



Duties of charity trustees (1)
• Overriding duty:

– At all times, to act in the best interests of the charity

• Standard of care:
– To exercise such care and skill as is reasonable in the circumstances
– Higher standard expected of professionals
– A trustee… must exercise such care and skill as is reasonable in the circumstances, 

having regard in particular (a) to any special knowledge or experience that he has or 
holds himself out as having, and (b) if he acts in the course of a business or 
profession, to any special knowledge or experience that it is reasonable to expect of 
a person acting in the course of that business or profession (Section 1, Trustee Act 
2000)



Duties of charity trustees (2)
• Other core duties:

– To act within the charity's constitution and the law
– To have regard to the CC guidance on public benefit
– To apply the assets of the charity for the purposes in the constitution 
– To exercise proper stewardship over the charity's assets and the running of the 

charity 
– To avoid and/or deal appropriately with conflicts of interest
– Unless authorised, to act without remuneration or benefits other than the 

reimbursement of out of pocket expenses 
– To take professional advice when necessary
– To act personally



Duties and delegation
• Delegation

– To chief executive and staff
– To committees and groups

• Best practice
– In writing
– Responsibility and/or authority

• Things the trustees can't delegate
– Setting the budget
– Major policy changes



Decision-making by charity trustees
• Who can and cannot make decisions?

• Conflicts of interest and loyalty 

• Decisions must be within your charity's objects and powers

• What you need to take into account – all relevant factors, ignoring all irrelevant factors

• Making the right decision – what happens if you get it wrong?



Personal liability
• Limited liability status

• Exceptions to limited liability protection
– Where there is a breach of trust (includes acts and/or omissions)
– And the charity suffers loss as a result of that breach

• Exposure – current and subsequent trustees

• Insurance



Duties in specific circumstances (1): financial investments
• To act within the charity's powers to invest
• To exercise care and skill when making investment decisions
• To consider:

– how suitable an investment is for the charity
– the need to diversify investments

• To take advice from someone experienced in investment matters – unless they have a 
good reason for not doing so

• When using an investment manager, to put in place a written agreement with the 
manager and an investment policy for the charity

• To review investments from time to time



Duties in specific circumstances (2): social investments
• Charities (Protection and Social Investment) Act 2016
• Core duties still apply
• In addition, trustees must:

– consider whether in all the circumstances any advice about the proposed social investment 
ought to be obtained;

– obtain and consider any advice they conclude ought to be obtained; and
– satisfy themselves that it is in the interests of the charity to make the social investment, 

having regard to the benefit they expect it to achieve for the charity (by directly furthering the 
charity’s purposes and achieving a financial return).

• Decision-making and guidance
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